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The discipline of urban design represents a deep caring for the environment and quality of life of all people, enacted through design intervention. We are faced with both environmental and human crises, yet we hold great optimism regarding what humankind can achieve. In the face of unprecedented changes and challenges, the design and development professions have done little to “step outside the box”, to develop evidence-based design, nor to create meaningful places supported by a system of values. Schools of architecture seek the ground between an aesthetic magic and parametric modeling, while planning programs have a mantra of social equity and justice, yet rarely touching the needs and lives of real people. Landscape architecture struggles to get “out of the garden”, mainly making it larger. Those preaching urban design often retreat to pastiche and historic misinterpretation of past urban form.

It is in the particular of cities, life, and complexity that urban design matters, offering greater choice and opportunity, and in particular hope and joy.

When those charged with responsibility to creatively intervene became detached from contact with city life, they lost their sense of value and relevance. Understanding the phenomenon of the rapidly evolving city, and how we have at times created unlivable and suboptimal places while damaging nature, and ultimately the planet, is where urban design should begin. A simplistic suggestion would be to reduce our carbon footprint, moving from “three planet living” to “one planet living” as a matter of edict. Changing the nature of cities, however, has to emerge from a starting point of both understanding, and working with society. People are both conformists and explorers, relying on the familiar, but seeking adventure, even risk and uncertainty, a contradiction and balance city designers must both research and understand.

Daily activity patterns, decisions, movements, in fact a “choreography”, define the life of urban dwellers. They form a complex web of need and opportunity, - school, work, food, activities, family, and friends. This urban framework can be “read”, and thus “navigated”, or not. The design of cities can offer choices, textures, and identity. Alternatively, it can segregate, create barriers, establish preferred and less preferred districts, and allow danger, noise, and intrusion into a world of scale-less buildings, fast roads, privatization of space, air pollution, and all the many other decisions made that jeopardize and impact the human condition (except, often, for those deemed “privileged”). This approach does not imply everyone living in the same manner, but on the contrary welcomes difference, and a rich mix of economies, lifestyles, and opportunities. It establishes a platform for sharing experiences that brings intelligence and judgement in fostering a different kind of society.

The most sensitive balance between conformity and change comes at the scale of the home. “Home” is not measured in number of units, density, poverty, or double loaded corridors, or for that matter ostentatiousness. A “home” is adopted, personalized, private, filled with light, energy resilient, and with an “indoor/outdoor” opportunity.
The central challenge is designing a new generation of compact homes, that capture the sun, support a wide range of lifestyles, provide private outdoor space, and are carbon-neutral. The starting point is a deeper understanding of urban living, - homework of teenager, mental health of lonely grandparent, homemade tacos for sale. Considering house as fiscal commodity has left people in less than satisfactory homes or driven them from the city altogether.

Figure 1: 2016 HUD Affordable Housing Competition (ref. endnote 10)
A highly successful typology in urban homes has been the combination of the “passive house” groupings of homes aimed to bring about social engagement and a greening of the city. An example of this is the Baugruppen design by Michael Gies, offering thirty-two affordable homes in Vauban, Germany, close to bike routes and transit, greening the city while keeping it compact. Additionally, these homes are close to a variety of uses, shops, offices, schools, cafes. These patterns of association and mix form “sandwich architecture”, potentially bringing substantial benefits in economy and lifestyle.

An analysis of city housing indicates there is no such thing as “affordable housing”, house price inflation being rampant. One view of city development is that it is exploitative, ruthless, and secretive. On the other hand, our work with the McCombs Real Estate Center has fostered alternative ways of understanding opportunity and change in a given part of the city and can bring about development that is complex in its multifaceted nature, and provides social and environmental benefit. A solid pro forma can balance feasibility, process, profit and benefit. By benefit we mean ways to leverage gain, as in not-for-profit housing, public facilities, open spaces, or environmental resilience. This partnership has led to our students making major contributions towards improving the quality of American cities. Our national finalist team in the ULI Hines Urban Design Competition in Nashville designed a development that harvested water in a floodable river district and opened opportunity for affordable homes while preventing flooding.
Our national finalist Cincinnati team created a democratic and diverse city meeting venue and a net zero carbon district.\textsuperscript{16}

Our Chicago national first place winners turned a toxic and declining industrial area into subsidized inner-city housing and food production\textsuperscript{17}. 

\textbf{Figure 3: 2014 Nashville Hines Competition National Finalist (ref. endnote 15)}

\textbf{Figure 4: 2019 Cincinnati Hines Competition National Finalist (ref. endnote 16)}
Qualitative and resource benefit-driven inner-city development is one key to the future, and a vital change in bringing real estate and city design together.

Our attitude and values towards mobility and its technology must urgently transform. Quality of health is closely related to patterns of mobility, and hence the design of cities. Air pollution and lack of exercise, combined with inadequate diet, have brought about a health epidemic. Despite innovation in automobile technology, the future city has to reverse opportunity for automobile access and movement. Universally accessible, non-carbon, safe, healthy design for mobility is a key link between innovations in engineering, medicine, and urban design. Walking is the number one objective, supported by the bike. Inclusiveness, safety, and comfort in the walking environment alter the basis upon which we live in and design cities. By addressing walking and biking to school we integrate smaller and more
personable schools into neighborhoods, stimulate activity without the need for a sports field, and encourage local shops and services along the way. This slower, more integrated sense of city leads to a form of cognitive understanding where familiar routes and places act as a platform for place attachment, while also allowing the possibility of confronting the unfamiliar\textsuperscript{20}. If we need and wish to come into contact with a wider range of ages, lifestyles, and ethnicities, and reengage with nature, then here is the onset of that opportunity. While the temptation has been to garage a car in the base of one’s building, the future city must be framed as a “transit city” with remote storage of carbon-free vehicles\textsuperscript{21}. New smaller-scale retail, with architecture that addresses the street, will locate around transit stops, which become key locations for compact homes with access to jobs and amenities, and less stress. The School of Architecture has an intermediate undergraduate environmental studio studying city futures. A team working in a deprived part of San Antonio, flanked by freeways and with two predominantly minority high schools, repurposed the highway network to become an inner-city rail network, combined with bike highways and electric-driven delivery, all powered from the highway infrastructure. This acted as a catalyst, opening opportunity for affordable housing, urban farming, a market, and a new inner-city neighborhood.\textsuperscript{22}
In the planning profession’s view, transit has largely been seen as a mechanism for city growth and commuting, and some would argue that it favors the middle class. Evidence shows this to be untrue. Transit brings benefits in universal accessibility, centralized economies, and flexibility, in affect being the reenactment of the adapted streetcar.\textsuperscript{23} The whole city is a source of energy.
Only to a limited extent has the close relationship between food production, health, and economic opportunity been realized. Soul Food Street Farms, Lufa Farms, Singapore Sky Greens each demonstrate a multi-benefit revolution in city design through adaptive reuse to bring healthy and affordable food production ever closer to the urban table.²⁴

Of particular note are Soul Food Street Farms, in transforming contaminated and vacant land through food production, while simultaneously providing jobs and training to disadvantaged homeless persons. Vacant space, often in disadvantaged neighborhoods, can
bring a revolution in community gardening, in turn leading to a more engaged city. Each surface of a building is a potential source of food or “greening” the city. Green infrastructure cleans the air, counters the urban heat island effect, reduces flooding, and offers climatic comfort and a sense of wellbeing, as well as deepening our understanding of, and respect for nature.

Cities, in addition to nature, offer key resources for energy production. Rather than viewing cities as energy sinks with high carbon output, we can engage a net of geothermal, photovoltaic skins, micro-turbines, rainwater harvesting, waste and energy capture from highways. This is a key reversal of the design process in beginning with human benefit, in both access and affordability of energy, but also dramatically combining design intervention to combat the crisis faced by both nature and climate. In this sense, the most straightforward brings the greatest success, - solar technology, passive house design, water collection districts, and energy from urban waste. Special reference can be made to Stockholm, where 70% of its energy comes from waste. This again emphasizes the need for the compact, integrated city, where pneumatic waste collection systems can be installed.

This returns us to the more traditional ground of urban design -- grids, and composition of squares, style, and grandeur often leading to gentrification and exclusivity, - the curse of a sanitized, developer-driven world of security cameras and controlling notices. It also brings us to a question mark regarding the role of the academic in urban design.

We are in an urban crisis, ignoring future need and opportunity of almost all who live, or wish to live, and need to live in cities. Academics must move from largely unread, repetitive “research”, supported by energy guzzling and expensive conferences, towards relevance. Universities must foster collaborative linkages to directly address key needs and opportunities in society. It is the ability to engage and invent solutions that safeguard and enhance the quality of life of all citizens, reverse climate change, and work in symbiotic relationships with nature that will define the university of tomorrow.

Abraham Maslow has been a hidden mentor since beginning to understand and work with A Theory of Human Motivation. Here is an entry point, putting an understanding of city
design into a revised framework. His thesis defines a hierarchical pyramid from physiological need at the bottom to self-actualization at the top. Historically, the top of the pyramid with a focus on religion, laws, and the arts, would be a means to define city. Today, cities are struggling with famine, drought, poverty, and pandemic, - issues at the bottom of the pyramid. It becomes critical to realize the urgent need to reconnect at the level of neighborhood and district, to achieve Maslow’s mid-pyramid definition of “senses of connection, love, and belonging” as a means of defining urban needs in terms of daily safety, community, and action at an engaged, inclusive, and grassroots level, - city design with the ability to define meaningful goals for effective change.
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